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☐ All the Wrong Questions series, Lemony Snicket
☐ Amelia Lost: The Life and Disappearance of Amelia Earhart, Candace Fleming
☐ The Amulet series, Kazu Kibuishi
☐ The Ascendance trilogy, Jennifer A. Nielsen
☐ Blizzard of Glass: The Halifax Explosion of 1917, Sally M. Walker
☐ The Bone series, Jeff Smith
☐ Cardboard, Doug TenNapel
☐ Charles and Emma: The Darwins’ Leap of Faith, Deborah Heiligman
☐ Confetti Girl, Diana Lopez
☐ Dear Dumb Diary series, Jim Benton
☐ Diary of a Wimpy Kid series, Jeff Kinney
☐ Dork Diaries series, Rachel Renée Russell
☐ Drawing from Memory, Allen Say
☐ The Dumbest Idea Ever!, Jimmy Gownley
☐ Echo, Pam Muñoz Ryan
☐ Esperanza Rising, Pam Muñoz Ryan
☐ Ever After High series, Shannon Hale
☐ Every Bone Tells a Story: Hominin Discoveries, Deductions, and Debates, Jill Rubalcaba & Peter Robertshaw
☐ The Finisher, David Baldacci
☐ Freedom Riders: John Lewis and Jim Zwerg on the Front Lines of the Civil Rights Movement, Ann Bausum
☐ Gaby, Lost and Found, Angela Cervantes
☐ Ghosts in the Fog: The Untold Story of Alaska’s WWII Invasion, Samantha Seiple
☐ The Giant and How He Humbugged America, Jim Murphy
☐ The Graveyard Book, Neil Gaiman & Dave McKean
☐ The Great Greene Heist, Varian Johnson
☐ The Great Wall of Lucy Wu, Wendy Wan-Long Shang
☐ Heat, Mike Lupica
☐ The Honest Truth, Dan Gemeinhart
☐ The Hypnotists series, Gordon Korman
☐ Icefall, Matthew J. Kirby
☐ Into the Killing Seas, Michael P. Spradlin
☐ The Last Dragon Chronicles series, Chris d’Lacey
☐ Lawless, Jeffrey Salane
☐ The Madman of Piney Woods, Christopher Paul Curtis
☐ Magisterium: Iron Trial, Holly Black & Cassandra Clare
☐ The Mark of the Thief, Jennifer A. Nielsen
☐ The Mostly True Adventures of Homer P. Figg, Rodman Philbrick
☐ My Secret Guide to Paris, Lisa Schroeder
☐ The Nazi Hunters: How a Team of Spies and Survivors Captured the World’s Most Notorious Nazi, Neal Bascomb
☐ Okay for Now, Gary D. Schmidt
☐ The One and Only Ivan, Katherine Applegate
☐ One Came Home, Amy Timberlake

☐ One Crazy Summer, Rita Williams-Garcia
☐ The Origami Yoda series, Tom Angleberger
☐ Percy Jackson & the Olympians series, Rick Riordan
☐ Pieces and Players, Blue Balliett
☐ The Sixties trilogy: Countdown, Deborah Wiles
☐ Rules, Cynthia Lord
☐ Scholastic Discover More: Ocean and Sea, Steve Parker
☐ Seeds of America trilogy, Laurie Halse Anderson
☐ The Signers: The 56 Stories Behind the Declaration of Independence, Dennis Brindell Fradin & Michael McCurdy
☐ A Thunderous Whisper, Christina Diaz Gonzalez
☐ Titanic: Voices from the Disaster, Deborah Hopkinson
☐ The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle, Avi
☐ Tyme #1: Grounded: The Adventures of Rapunzel, Megan Morrison
☐ The Underland Chronicles series, Suzanne Collins
☐ Ungifted, Gordon Korman
☐ Waterfire Saga series, Jennifer Donnelly
☐ The Watsons Go to Birmingham–1963, Christopher Paul Curtis
☐ Wings of Fire series, Tui T. Sutherland
☐ Woof, Spencer Quinn
☐ Words in the Dust, Trent Reedy
☐ Zach’s Lie, Roland Smith
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